The International Olympic Committee (IOC) OFFERS THE FOLLOWING VIDEO NEWS RELEASE TO ALL NEWS AGENCIES, BROADCASTERS AND ALL ONLINE PLATFORMS FREE OF CHARGE.

Story Headline: Germany wins Alpine Skiing Parallel Mixed Team gold at Lillehammer 2016

Event: Lillehammer 2016 Winter Youth Olympic Games
Date: 20 February
Place: Hafjell, Norway

SHOT LOG & Transcripts of sound-bytes:

Split screen close up shot of Germany’s Lucia Rispler (right) and Russia’s Anastasiia Silanteva (left) in the starting gate.

Wide of the competitors coming down the course with Lucia Rispler (right) and Anastasiia Silanteva (left).

Side angle of the competitors coming down the course.

Wide angle of the final third of the course during the Run with Lucia Rispler crossing the line first.

Close up of Lucia Rispler after finishing the Run.

Wide of Germany’s Jonas Stockinger (left) and Russia’s Aleksey Konkov (right) coming down the course and crossing the finish line to win gold.

Close up of Jonas Stockinger celebrating the title with Lucia Rispler and the other competitors.

Slow motion replay of Jonas Stockinger coming down the course and crossing the finish line.

Close up of Lucia Rispler and Jonas Stockinger taking to the podium.
Spectators watching the medal ceremony.
Side shot of Lucia Rispler and Jonas Stockinger receiving their gold medals.

Close up of Lucia Rispler and Jonas Stockinger on the podium with their medals.

**SOUNDBYTE:** Lucia Rispler and Jonas Stockinger, Alpine Skiing Parallel Mixed Team champions, Lillehammer (German language).
**Answer:** “No, it doesn’t make a difference – they prepared very well and it doesn’t make a difference, the conditions were perfect.”

Close up of Lucia Rispler and Jonas Stockinger during the national anthem.

Wide of the German flag being raised.

Wide of the competitors on the podium during the national anthem.

**SOUNDBYTE:** Lucia Rispler and Jonas Stockinger, Alpine Skiing Parallel Mixed Team champions, Lillehammer (German language).
**Answer:** “It’s not so different, I concentrated on my run and then I just hoped that I would win.”

Close up of the medallists on the podium.

**SOUNDBYTE:** Lucia Rispler and Jonas Stockinger, Alpine Skiing Parallel Mixed Team champions, Lillehammer (German language).
**Answer:** “Yeah, it’s unbelievable, it’s very great – all the other countries, all the other cultures, and they’re all very nice people; new friends.”

Close up of Lucia Rispler and Jonas Stockinger with their gold medals.
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